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Jason Grace , his other best friend. Leo goes to the Wilderness School with Piper and Jason. He partners up to
complete their assignment with Jason on their field trip to Grand Canyon. During the ride there, Jason says he
does not remember anything and Leo thinks that he is playing a joke on him. When Gleeson Hedge , their
coach, yells at them from the front of the bus, Leo says that he can not hear him, prompting Hedge to use his
megaphone. When Hedge turns on the megaphone, it sounds like Darth Vader or shouts out phrases like "The
cow says moo," something that Leo had done as a prank. He seems to be good friends with them at first and
seems to know Piper very well, knowing who her dad is and being able to tell that she likes to fight her own
battles when she is picked on by some of the mean girls on the trip. When they are walking across the
sky-walk, a storm appears around them and Leo is the one that notices the storm is only in this area and
nowhere else. As the storm begins to get really bad, most of the students run away back inside with the
exception of Jason, Leo, Piper, Dylan , and Coach Hedge. Dylan reveals himself to be a ventus , or a storm
spirit, and attacks the others with the help of two other venti. Leo is thrown off the sky-walk and slams into
one of the canyon walls. While Jason and Piper try to fight Dylan, Hedge takes off his disguise and shows the
others that he is a satyr sent to protect Leo and Piper. He jumps over the side and manages to grab Leo, pulling
him back up as Jason fights off the venti using his Imperial Gold sword, Ivlivs thus saving him. Hedge
manages to get Leo back onto the sky-walk, where Dylan tries to abduct him. At the last minute, Hedge
intervenes and is abducted instead. Annabeth Chase and Butch arrive to rescue them on a flying chariot,
bringing the three demigods to Camp Half-Blood. While on the way back, Leo makes a few jokes about how
Butch is a child of the rainbow goddess , Iris , and is one of the best campers with the pegasus. It is here that
he meets Jake Mason , the current head of the cabin. Jake is in a full body cast after trying to stop the Bronze
Dragon that has started going crazy and attacking the camp. When Leo asks if anyone at the cabin can control
fire, one of the members of Cabin 9, Nyssa , tells him that only a few people in history have ever had that
power and it is considered a curse because it normally causes great destruction. Festus , his dragon. That night,
at the campfire, Leo is very quiet until Rachel Elizabeth Dare gives out a quest to Jason. When Jason is about
to pick which member will go with him and Nyssa volunteers herself, Leo stands up and claims that it is him
that must go on the quest, offering that he also has an idea on the transportation problem. Jason says that if he
can get them a way to fly, then he can go with them. That night, Leo goes into the woods looking for the
bronze dragon and stumbles upon a trap set up by Cabin 9 to capture it. The dragon appears in front of Leo,
who is upset that the dragon does not have wings to fly. After he fixes him up the best he can, the dragon asks
Leo to climb on his back and takes him to Bunker 9 where he finds a magic toolbelt and a set of bronze wings
for the dragon. He spends most of the night working on the dragon and appears in front of everyone the next
morning saying he found Jason and Piper a ride, naming the dragon Festus meaning "happy" in Latin. When
asked where he got the wings, he says he found them in the woods but does not mention the bunker. Jason
keeps his promise, and chooses Leo as the last member of the three campers to go on their quest to save Hera.
They begin to fly to Quebec , Canada in order to talk to Boreas to find out where to find Hera. They meet the
two sons of Boreas, Zethes and Calais. Festus is not allowed in as he is a fire dragon, so Leo flips a switch and
Festus turns into a suitcase but still weighs the same, which is 60 million tons. He is not allowed to meet with
Boreas as ice and fire would not be ideal in this situation. While his friends were gone, he has his clothes
cleaned of the oil and dirt gathered on him from fixing Festus. Leo is upset that Jason and Piper made Khione
mad because he was planning on making her his prom date, not knowing that she likes to collect demigods as
ice statues. Jason later explains this to him, which Leo thanks him for. After they leave, Festus is knocked out
of the sky and crashes into an abandoned car factory while Leo was resting. Leo runs off to go and find where
Festus landed, which turns out to be in a row of portable toilets. While he is fixing the dragon, the face of
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Gaea appears in the snow, sludge, and dirt and tells him to walk away from his friends and let him die. He
tosses one of the toilet lids at the face and the face disappears. When he gets back to the factory, Jason and
Piper have been captured by three cyclopes called Ma Gasket , Torque , and Sump. Piper sees Leo sneaking
around and keeps the monsters talking while he creates a remote to control some heavy lifting machinery. Ma
Gasket is also defeated when Leo uses his fire to break a chain, causing an engine to fall on top of her. When
he goes to free Piper and the unconscious Jason, the dust of the cyclopes begin to reform. He rushes them back
to Festus, hearing them reform inside the factory. He also tells them that children of Hephaestus are only born
with fire powers when bad things are about to happen, but Jason cheers him up by suggesting that they are
born with those powers because that is when they are needed most. When they arrive in Chicago , Leo takes a
whistle out of his pocket and teaches Festus to come when he is called. After that, the group follows a group
of storm spirits into the sewer system where they get some rest while Leo makes some food for the other two.
They follow the wind into a shopping mall, which is owned and operated by Medea. Medea begins to
charmspeak the trio, but Piper is able to resist. Leo and Jason begin shopping for new clothes, potions, and
soon forget the reason they were there in the first place. Medea soon turns Leo and Jason on each other and
tries to force them to kill each other. Piper, trying to get them back to their senses, gets Medea to admit that
she can see the future and told her patron about Leo being one of the seven, leading to the death of his mother.
This is enough to break the spell over Leo and Jason, but Medea lets loose the Sun Dragons to fight them off
while she escapes. He calls Festus who is able to fight off the other two dragons and the three fly off with
Coach Hedge and the venti while the mall is destroyed thanks to Piper. As they are flying, Leo falls asleep and
has a dream of his father Hephaestus, who is using an old pirate radio broadcaster to speak to Leo without
Zeus knowing. At first, Leo is very angry with him for not coming to see him sooner, but softens after seeing
that his father acts the same way he does when he is nervous fiddling with gears and small machines. Not long
after the dream starts, Zeus picks up on the dream and cuts the connection. When Leo wakes up, Festus is
crashing to the ground and he tells Jason to carry Piper away. Jason is unwilling to leave his friend, but does
so anyway while Leo tries to reboot Festus. Once the dragon comes back online, it is already too late and the
crash into the yard of a large house. Leo survives from the crash. Leo takes it very hard and thought it was his
fault, leading Festus to his death. The house turns out to belong to King Midas and his son Lityerses. He is
also turned to a gold statue, but is freed after Jason defeats Lityerses and washes off Leo and Piper in the river,
which is freezing cold. Jason uses the storm spirits to fly them away from the house and after setting up camp,
Leo makes tofu burgers for Piper and the newly freed Coach Hedge. Gleeson Hedge , his protector. Not long
after, they are attacked by a pack of wolves lead by Lycaon , the first werewolf. He is only saved thanks to the
timely arrival of the Hunters of Artemis that shoot the wolves with silver arrows. When the Hunters set up
camp, a few hunters go to take care of Piper and Leo begins to follow them, only for Jason to ask him to stay
as he begins talking to his sister. Leo gets an idea from this about what Hera said about Jason being a bridge,
and a bridge must connect to something. His mind begins to race so fast that his fire powers heat up his body
and the bridge begins to crack. Jason manages to get Leo to the palace, but Thalia is left behind and says she
will meet Jason at the wolf house.
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However, once the Paladin ranks were disbanded by the failing Alliance , many of these holy warriors traveled
to the quarantined lands to ease the suffering of those left within the plague-ridden colonies. Though the
Paladins were immune to disease of any kind, they were persecuted by the general populace who believed that
they had been infected by the foul plague. These renegade Paladins succumbed to bitter hatred over the course
of their grueling quest. The Lich King offered them untold power in exchange for their services and loyalty.
The weary, vengeful warriors accepted his dark pact, and although they retained their humanity, their twisted
souls were bound to his evil will for all time. The rest were primarily made up of other fallen warriors or
paladins whose souls were twisted and bound to the will of the Frozen Throne. In the years since Arthas
shattered the Frozen Throne and merged with the Lich King, the power and fury of the death knights only
grew. You stood boldly against the Shadow and purchased another dawn for the world But the evil you fought
is not so easily banished; the victory you claimed, not so easily held. For now, the specter of death looms over
the world yet again and it has found new champions to bring about its final reign. Knights of darkness,
wielding runes of death and destruction , bound by the will of the Lich King. This is the hour of their
ascension! This is the hour of your dark rebirth They fortify their bodies and drain life energy itself with the
power of blood, sharpen their blades and strike powerfully with the power of frost, and raise the dead while
striking with the unholy fervor granted by undeath. They are engines of destruction chosen by the Undead
Scourge to serve the almighty will of the Lich King. These death knights were set loose upon the Scarlet
Enclave , culminating in the flight of the newly-formed Scarlet Onslaught to Northrend and the subsequent
massacre known as the Scarlet Apocalypse, in which the death knights decimated Scarlet reinforcements. The
Ebon Blade sent many of its freed death knights to their respective factions â€” Alliance or Horde. Death
knights of formerly Alliance races could potentially make individual cases in order to join the Forsaken under
Sylvanas Windrunner. For example, if a worgen death knight proved his loyalty beyond a doubt, he may be
allowed to serve under Sylvanas. However, there were the rare few that were reanimated and retained emotion
and memory, and in some cases, fear. These "unworthy initiates" to the dark brotherhood were then disposed
of, fed "alive" to ravenous ghouls. This held true even after their freedom from the Lich King. The pain is so
great that failure to sate the hunger could result in the death knight becoming lost in a blood-seeking,
murderous frenzy. The hunger even overrides magic dependency. For example, the human Thassarian and the
blood elf Koltira Deathweaver shared a close friendship that other death knights such as Orbaz Bloodbane
looked down upon. Without the protection of the Lich King, shades from the Realm of Shadows constantly
torment death knights that were liberated from his service. Bad emotions like remorse and pity they feel
deeply. This includes Thassarian , who served among the Alliance and saved his own sister even as a death
knight. The new generation of the Four Horsemen is made entirely of souls which voluntarily agreed to be
raised as death knights. It is unknown how they will act yet. Biologically Most death knights resemble their
living selves, though pale and with an unholy light that illuminates their eyes. Others may lack the eye
illumination and have tattoos decorating their faces. Death knights that were formerly human may look like
Forsaken or even skeletons after some time, examples being Marduk Blackpool , the Black Knight and Lord
Darkscythe. While in the Scourge, death knights are known to have eaten meals consisting primarily of
humanoid meat, vermin, and insects. Mists of Pandaria can be death knights, and start with the following
attributes:
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It is the sacred task of the Deathwatch to stand sentry against all of these terrible xenos races. They are ready
to act when such ancient evils rise to threaten Mankind once more. The Space Marines of the Deathwatch
form the first, and often only, line of defence against these inhuman horrors. Deathwatch Space Marines do
not usually form the standard tactical groups like squads and companies generally used by the Adeptus
Astartes. Instead, they operate as small special forces units in close-knit groups of specialists called
Kill-teams. If a xenos threat is particularly dangerous, several Kill-teams may be assigned to deal with it, but
if the threat is still too much for even the Deathwatch to handle, the Inquisition will be forced to turn to a full
Space Marine Chapter or to multiple regiments of the Imperial Guard to deal with it. In general, if a group of
Deathwatch Kill-teams cannot deal with a xenos incursion, that means that the Imperium has a major conflict
on its hands and must deploy a full range of its military forces to meet the threat. Contents [ show ] Chapter
History "We do not hate the alien because he is different, we hate the alien because he had naught but hate in
his heart for us. Led by the mysterious Warlord known only as The Beast , this Greenskin invasion threatened
the very Throneworld of Terra itself. During this conflict, it was the newly-elected Lord Commander of the
Imperium , Chapter Master and sole surviving member of the Imperial Fists , named Koorland , who devised
the concept of utilising small elite Astartes Kill-teams to eliminate vital strategic assets of the encroaching
Greenskins and eventually, The Beast itself. These Chapters suffered severe losses during the invasion. Thus
standing in vigil over their fallen brethren, the seeds of the Deathwatch were sown. Lord Commander
Koorland eventually came to an agreement with the Inquisitorial Representative Wienand, to assuage any
doubts by the rest of the members of the Senatorum Imperialis , that the Deathwatch would fall under the
purview of the Inquisition , but an Astartes would ultimately serve as Chapter Master. These records state that
a conclave of Inquisitor Lords -- the Apocryphon Conclave of Orphite IV -- convened with the sole purpose of
formulating an Imperium-wide strategy to combat the many xenos threats that assailed Mankind. The
members of this conclave were, in the main, drawn from the ranks of the Ordo Xenos , all of whom shared the
belief that one day, there would come a time when Humanity would be consumed by slavering xenos beasts,
or enslaved to creatures of unutterably alien origins. They foresaw an age when every alien life form in the
galaxy, and others from beyond it, might rise up and the Age of the Imperium would come to an end. They
had no inkling when such a terrible age might come, but they knew with dreadful certainty that it surely
would, and they determined that no effort should be spared to avert such an end. The conclave sat for many
standard years, and bitter debate raged back and forth between Inquisitor Lords of many different positions.
Some believed that every trace of alien life should be purged from the galaxy, while a few advocated the
formation of alliances with those alien races that could be tolerated. Some spoke of ancient, god-like beings
that have slumbered since before the creation of Mankind awakening to enslave the galaxy, while others
foresaw that death would come at the hands of invasion from other galaxies entirely. While many Puritan
Inquisitor Lords declared the conclave itself an admission of defeat for even countenancing that Mankind
might not prevail against these threats, wiser counsel prevailed, and a strategy was eventually formulated. The
conclave would request an audience with the assembled Chapter Masters of the Adeptus Astartes , and ask of
them a solemn undertaking. It is not known how many Chapter Masters assembled to hear the words of the
conclave, for such an event has only occurred a handful of times in the long history of the Imperium. Nor were
the words of the Inquisitors recorded for posterity. Certainly, enough Chapter Masters must have answered the
call, for a quorum of sorts was convened. The conclave presented its prophecy to the Chapter Masters,
evoking the galaxy-wide threat of the ravening xenos. Each of the Masters and Inquisitors took a solemn oath
together. They would form a new Chapter, consisting of Veteran Space Marines highly experienced in
combating the xenos. This Chapter was dubbed the "Deathwatch", for it would stand guard against the doom
foretold by the conclave. Thus, to this day, this joint oath still stands. The Battle-Brothers of the Deathwatch
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take the war against the alien to the very darkest reaches of the void, bringing to bear such force as no
individual Inquisitor could hope to muster. In this mission, the Ordo Xenos and the Deathwatch are equals, the
Inquisitors rooting out the foes for the Deathwatch to eradicate. While neither party is subject to the command
of the other, both work in concert towards their common goal, according to those oaths made centuries ago.
The two work closely together, ever watchful for that fateful day when the prophecies of the conclave are
realised. The Time of Ending has exposed how thin a line lies between the present and the alien apocalypse
feared by all Mankind. War Upon the Brink â€” Inquisitor Apollyon The Deathwatch stand vigilant in the face
of overwhelming odds As the 41st Millennium draws to a close, the shield of the Deathwatch has been shaken,
shivered and brought to the edge of destruction. A thousand horrors gnaw and tear at the fabric of destiny, foes
old and new emerging to take their chance as Mankind is torn apart by its long war against Chaos. The Aeldari
fight for a resurgence ten millennia in the making, taking no prisoners as they seek to burn brightly before the
end. Their vile Commorrite cousins, the Drukhari , intend to line their larders before the apocalypse breaks,
raiding in never-before seen numbers to leave once-thriving worlds empty of sentient life. The Necron
dynasties awake faster than the Deathwatch can put them down, long-buried armies lurching to life as ancient
overlords attempt to restore a lifeless order to the era of mayhem that greets their awakening. Their green
tsunami of violence is set to drown the stars. Further out drift the numberless Bio-Ships of the Great Devourer.
Hive Fleets Behemoth and Kraken push their rapacious tendrils further coreward with every standard year,
leaving nothing but scoured balls of rock in their wake. Perhaps it is Hive Fleet Leviathan that should be
feared the most, for its splinter fleets emerge from under the galactic core to menace Segmentum Solar -- the
seat of human civilisation itself. With every standard year more requests are levelled unto the wider Adeptus
Astartes by the Deathwatch, citing ancient oaths to claim tithe after tithe. Yet the Astropathic messages flow
both ways. Hundreds of Chapters are formally requesting their Battle-Brothers be discharged from their Long
Vigils and sent back, despite the tarnishing of their honour that entails. In this time of woe, every Space
Marine is vital in the war against the dark powers that seek to capsize reality itself. Whether Humanity will
survive to see in a new age is unknown, but the Deathwatch is fighting with every iota of its strength to ensure
it. Unable to reach Endasch in time, the Grey Knights sent an astropathic pulse to the Deathwatch.
Bludgeoning the enemy to death with crushing weapons proved no mean feat, and it cost the Kill-teams a full
half of their number. Yet by limiting the blood spilt, the Deathwatch prevented the Warp breach from ever
happening. The surviving Ork Warlord led a Greenskin crusade out of the sub-sector. A solar week later,
Augur beacons traced the Ork crusade into the Eye of Terror , and the matter was considered resolved. Bane of
the Sslyth Unknown Date - The Slaanesh-worshipping Sslyth of the Vensine Sector were attacked in their
nests when Kill-team Decurius descended to save the world from a truly disgusting fate. Taking every Flamer
weapon they could muster, they instead descended to the Maiden World of Yddylia at the height of summer
and -- in conjunction with a firestorm barrage -- set swathes of the world aflame. The Exodites of the planet
fought hard to repel them, but the Deathwatch stayed one step ahead. Drawn by the psychic distress calls of
their backwater kindred, Craftworld Biel-Tan appeared in the night sky. They found the Watch Fortress better
defended than they expected, for though it is small, it houses only Venator Kill-teams. Hundreds of Eldar
raiders were slain before the last of them chanced upon the chamber -- only to find it empty. It flowed into the
nightmarish Shardmaze, and from there to the Mirrored Palace of Plenitia. When the gangling predators
proved strong enough to tear apart the Kill-team that hunted them, the Dreadnought Xenomortis was sent to
reinforce its Battle-Brothers. Solar months later, the war machine stormed from the ruins of the now-empty
Mirrored Palace, every inch of its hull covered in Ur-Ghul blood. They retreated to a safe distance, monitoring
the simian aliens that clambered upon their star-frame as it slowly spun out of the cosmos into the cold void.
Dregsmasha , a small Kill-team was sent to assassinate the Big Mek leading the war. A misdrop left the team
on the wrong side of a storm-swollen river, caught in the teeth of a ferocious blizzard, with Greenskins closing
fast. Day of the Barghesi Unknown Date. M41 - After seeing the destruction meted out by Hive Fleet
Leviathan across a wide frontage of Imperial space, Inquisitor Kryptman ordered a cordon of worlds in its path
laid barren or actively destroyed to starve the Tyranids of sustenance. This drastic measure saw Kryptman
excommunicated, with many calling for the death sentence. The gambit was vindicated when the Hive Fleet
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followed the psychic spoor of its Genestealers into the biomass-rich Ork Empire , buying the Imperium time to
regroup as xenos fought xenos across the system. Extractio Extremis Unknown Date. M41 - Through their
Rogue Trader contacts, the Deathwatch was alerted to the presence of a Space Marine Captain in the blood
sport arenas of Commorragh. Though it cost the lives of all save Aldric himself, the gladiator Captain was
freed in time to catch the Corsair ship as it left, still unaware of its Imperial cargo. The Deathwatch sent to
investigate found the system rife with undeath, both mechanical and biological. M41 - Chaplain Ortan Cassius
led an Aquila Kill-team to the backwater Mining World of Ghosar Quintus , only to find an alien infestation
spread not only throughout the planet, but the Segmentum -- and possibly beyond. The Thief Inquisitor
Unknown Date. He brought overwhelming force against the Deathwatch garrison before disappearing, with
datacane in hand, taking Inquisitor Gao -- now trapped in a Tesseract Labyrinth -- with him as a cautionary
lesson. Crown of the Beast Unknown Date. M41 - Whilst on a destabilisation raid to the war-torn Ork Empire
of Octarius , the Kill-teams of the Eye of Octos witnessed a Mekaniak invention that disrupted the synaptic
control linking Tyranid organisms to their Hive Mind. Appearing much like a crown of electricity, it was used
by the self-appointed King Mek Baddkrasha to break swarm after swarm. The Kill-teams waited for the two
xenos armies to decimate each other before diving in, their Furor Teams cutting through to Baddkrasha before
escaping with his decapitated head -- crown and all -- for further study. Damnos Revisited Unknown Date.
The Enclaves Struck Unknown Date. M41 - With Commander Farsight and his subordinates joining the war
for Agrellan , the Deathwatch made an opportunistic attack on the Farsight Enclaves. Rise of the Alien
Unknown Date. The Deathwatch find itself stretched to breaking point and beyond. For millennia, it has
watched, waited, and fought amongst the lost stars and abandoned worlds of the Reach. Its domains have
stood since a time now long forgotten and lost to the oblivion of dead history. It has seen worlds conquered by
the Imperium fall once again to darkness. Its watch has been a thing of millennia. Ancient secrets, long since
locked and sealed, are now open, and there can be no doubt: These places are held by it and it alone, secret and
well-guarded. These domains range from the vast and mysterious Watch Fortress Erioch , which circles a
dying star, to the many lesser Watch Stations standing silent vigil on forlorn worlds, airless moons, and in the
dead marches of space throughout the Jericho Reach. These domains best serve the Deathwatch by providing
places where they can gaze into the darkness beyond, re-arm, gather information, or as a last resort hold the
line against the many enemies of Mankind that infest the Jericho Reach. The Deathwatch moves between these
secret domains using rapid strike vessels and reconnaissance craft, often unseen by both enemies and allies.
The Long Watch The presence of the Deathwatch in the Jericho Reach is the consequence of an ancient
resolution and sacrosanct order. To fulfil this compact, the Deathwatch built its hidden Watch Fortress in the
dead system of Erioch on the ruins of an artefact ancient before man first walked the soil of Terra. For
millennia, the Deathwatch has ensured that some of its number have remained in this dark place, there to stand
watch. Their determination has never wavered.
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The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. Obi-Wan never told you what
happened to your father. He told me enough! He told me you killed him! I am your father. He is a
high-ranking Jedi Knight-turned-powerful Sith Lord, and he stands as one of the greatest and the most popular
fictional villains of all time. He is the former Jedi apprentice of Obi-Wan Kenobi, the third and final Sith
apprentice of Emperor Palpatine after Darth Maul and Count Dooku and the father of Luke Skywalker and
Leia Organa, the protagonist and deuteragonist of the original film trilogy respectively. In the sequel trilogy,
he has a grandson named Kylo Ren. Vader is the secondary antagonist of the original trilogy before redeeming
himself in Return of the Jedi. He also serves as the protagonist of the prequel trilogy, which details how he fell
to the dark side. The Clone Wars, and a major antagonist in the stand-alone live action film Rogue One: A Star
Wars Story. In addition to this, he is one of the protagonists of the Star Wars: The Clone Wars series and a
recurring antagonist in Star Wars Rebels, serving as a major antagonist in season 1 and the main antagonist of
season 2, especially part 2 of its two-part season finale Twilight of the Apprentice. He did not once appear in
season 3 but made a brief cameo in season 4. At the end of Return of the Jedi, he was portrayed by the late
Sebastian Shaw. In the Family Guy episodes based on the original trilogy, he was played by Stewie Griffin.
There is still good in him. Before Anakin became Darth Vader, he was a kind person who cared about all his
friends. He would not give up on them no matter what. Despite his kind and sympathetic demeanor, he was
pretty treacherous and aggressive towards people he considered his enemies. The deaths of his mother and his
wife left a strong impact on him, feeling alone and failed, he ultimately embraced the Dark side of the Force
and his personality changed completely. He was manipulative and terrifying now, so he was driven by rage,
though after his defeat and mutilation on Mustafar at the hands of Obi-Wan Kenobi, he was no longer as
arrogant and overconfident as he previously was. Although he regained confidence in himself, it was never to
the point of being outwardly cocky or conceited. Unlike most members of the Sith Order, Vader was capable
of acknowledging and learning from his mistakes, due to the events on Mustafar as he was emotionally
traumatized by the experience. He had an extremely low tolerance for failure and he did not get along at all
with higher-ranking officers in the Imperial military. He had little to no tolerance for incompetence or for
those who disrespected him, nearly choking Admiral Conan Antonio Motti to death when he disrespected
Vader and challenge his powers of the Force. Despite his bad relationship with higher-ranking officers in the
military, Vader did get along quite well with the Stormtroopers because of his front line leadership. Because
of his former status as a slave, Vader also had distress when the concept of slavery was brought up. Despite
what his actions wrought upon both himself and the galaxy, Vader apparently believed he was doing what was
good for the galaxy. Deep down, however, he felt enormous guilt and remorse for his actions, whether he
wanted to admit it or not. So much that he developed a deep self-loathing, and even nearly committed suicide
at one point. Upon his fateful reunion with his former apprentice and friend Ahsoka Tano, Vader expressed no
desire to rekindle the bond he once shared with her and even told her that he had killed Anakin Skywalker,
when he was in fact Anakin himself though he may have been speaking ironically. Though he did offer to
spare her if she told him where the other lost Jedi were hiding, he cruelly resolved to kill her when she refused
and even when she found out he was indeed her former mentor and offered him compassion. Vader was cold,
brutal and ruthless towards his enemies, as he was perfectly willing to tease, torture and even murder them in
cold blood. He was seemingly unfailingly loyal to his master Palpatine; the latter was the closest thing Vader
had to a friend. However, in truth, he secretly disliked his master for deceiving him and ruining his life, as he
secretly planned to overthrow him one day with his own apprentice. The only reason Vader continued to serve
Palpatine after losing his wife was because the Emperor was all he had left; he was the only one that would
accept him. All-in-all, Vader was only truly loyal to people he still cared about, like his son Luke, as he did
everything possible to protect him from Palpatine. Upon discovering the existence of his son Luke, Vader
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became emotionally conflicted and displayed a sense of compassion for his son, revealing that some hint of
him still held an attachment towards his family. This attachment ultimately led to his redemption. Nearing the
end of his life, Vader strongly believed he was irredeemable and there was no good left in him. However,
when his son Luke was being tortured by Palpatine, he finally broke away from the dark side of the force,
becoming the good person he once was, sacrificed himself to save his son from Palpatine. As the Chosen One,
Vader was immensely powerful and had an amazingly strong connection to the Force, stronger than any Force
user ever in existence. He also possessed the potential to become the most powerful Force user in the history
of the galaxy. However, after being burned alive on Mustafar and forced to become a cyborg, he never reached
his full potential, as the physical and emotional trauma caused by his transformation greatly limited his ability
to access and control the Force. Nevertheless, Vader still became one of the most powerful Force users in the
history of the galaxy. Vader was a master of Telekinesis, which he used either as offense or defense. Vader
was a well known user of the Force choke, which he often used to either weaken his enemies or execute his
Naval officers for incompetence. He could also do this from a great distance and seemingly only needs to be in
sight of his target to choke him, as he choked Admiral Ozzel several kilometres away. Vader utilized Force
barrier, to created telekinetic barrier or wall around himself or his allies. Vader utilized mind probe to sift
through the thoughts of a sentient being. Vader utilized Force rage to channel his anger to increase his speed,
strength and ferocity. Vader utilized Tutaminis to dissipate concentrated energy such as blasterbolts or
lightsaber blades without his lightsaber. Vader utilized Force deflection, to deflect incoming attacks with or
without his lightsaber. Vader utilized Kinetite to subdue his opponents in an electrical field of kinetic energy
Force Destruction: Vader utilized Force destruction to immobilize or vaporize his opponents in an energy
field. As a cyborg, Vader was physically stronger then most other sentient beings, enough that he can hold the
pressure of several tons to effortlessly lift the weight of a grown man or crush bone with his fist. Vader uses
this to his advantage in light saber combat; he uses his immense strength to easily subdue, restrain and
overpower his opponents. With his cybernetic legs, he can leap great long distances. Vader was extremely
skilled in light saber combat and an exceptionally formidable duelist. He also possessed the potential to
become the greatest light saber duelist in the history of the galaxy. However, after being burned alive on
Mustafar and forced to become a cyborg, he never reached his full potential, as his armored suit greatly
limited his mobility. Nevertheless, Vader still became one of the greatest light saber duelists in the history of
the galaxy. He specialized in using his skills, weight, endurance and sheer brute strength to overwhelm his
opponents into confusion or exhaustion. Vader also regained some of his old agility, and his blade work
became brutally effective. Vader was very skilled in Shii-Cho. After becoming a cyborg, Vader studied
Makashi and became very skilled at it. After becoming a cyborg, Vader studied Soresu and became very
skilled at it. Vader was extremely skilled in Ataru. After becoming a cyborg, he created a personal varient that
included elements of all seven forms. Vader was highly skilled in Niman. Vader was extremely skilled in
unarmed combat. Vader was highly skilled in the use of blaster pistols, though he very rarely used any. Even
before his fall to the Dark side, Vader was praised as the most skilled star-pilot in the history of galaxy, a
reputation he lived up to when he single-handedly almost destroyed Phoenix Squadron in a lone Tie Fighter,
easily out-flying their entire fleet and forcing their command to abandon ship. Even before his fall to the Dark
side, Vader was amazingly skilled in engineering. He was able to successfully construct his red bladed
lightsaber in his first try. Even before his fall to the Dark side, Vader was amazingly intelligent; his
intelligence rivaled that of even Yoda and Palpatine. As a Sith General, Vader was a highly skilled tactician
and a very capable leader. Vader was capable of fluently speaking English, Huttese, Bitt, and Sith tongue.
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Fight the way you want as players can select among four unique shadow knights, multiple gameplay styles,
and loads of rare armor sets to conquer a hostile dark world. Whip out that dark sword, collect some comrades,
and slash the shadows! Choice to the Players Choose from a cast of four unique shadow knights each
representing a vastly different play style. Whether players want to slash or force projectile their way to victory
is in their hands, quite literally! Delve into a robust skill tree and deep inventory system that encourages
endless combat experimentation and customization. Conquer the Darkness in Style Inspired by classic fighting
games and modern action RPGs, combat is a high-octane blend of magic and weapons based hack and slash
gameplay. An intuitive touch screen interface provides different options to strategize combat and devastate
enemies. The unique battle system is accessible for any player yet deep enough to satisfy the most hardcore
action RPG fans. What are you waiting for? Grab that mystical dark sword and plunge into darkness!
Optimized for mobile gaming, the gothic fantasy world of Aurora is uniquely cel shaded to deliver jaw
dropping magical effects and epic combat sequences to life. Experience the thrill of combat anywhere,
anytime as Shadow of Death is an offline game. No need to be online to defeat the shadows. Challenge the
Universe When beating down shadow monsters just does not cut it anymore, take your game online! Vie for
ultimate supremacy as you battle with other players in the Arena. An ancient darkness reborn savages the land
with brute force. Crops decay, winds scream with rage, and the dead stir. In his lust for power and forbidden
knowledge, a king has forsaken his people to ruin. The people cry for hope. A lone knight, cleansed of
memory but driven by conviction is all that stands between utter annihilation. Marked by destiny, he walks
alone towards the whispering shadows. Take your game further and level up with us! Engage our team on
social media for the latest events to get gift codes, rare armor sets, loads of crystals, and other juicy prizes.
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Sylvanas was not killed, but captured. Barely clinging to life, she was brought before Arthas. She struggled,
saying she deserved a clean death, but Arthas, having had to fight her every step of the way, responded by
telling her after what she had put him through, the last thing he would give her was that peace. He desecrated
her spirit, corrupting her body and soul, and brought her back as a whirlwind of torment and hatred. Thus, she
became the first of the high elven banshees. Sylvanas, now undead, was a complete and total slave to the Lich
King. She aided him in assaulting Silvermoon in order to secure the legendary Sunwell for the Scourge. At
some point during this time, Sylvanas succeeded in using her abilities as a banshee to repossess her corpse,
becoming a corporeal undead creature. The dreadlords fled, outraged but unwilling to risk their lives by
battling the new King of Lordaeron. Should they escape into the mountain passes, they would be impossible to
track. Arthas stationed himself and his two generals at the three possible escape routes. Each leading
detachments of undead troops, they took great pains to ensure that few, if any, made it past their blockade to
safety. Despite the efforts of the paladin, Dagren the Orcslayer , and his companions, Sylvanas led her
banshees in the destruction of all the remaining villages in her area, slaughtering any human trying to escape.
The dreadlords contacted Sylvanas and explained that they knew the cause and arranged a secret meeting with
her. The nathrezim intended to use this opportunity to seize control of Lordaeron. Sylvanas tentatively agreed
to assist, but under the condition that her aid would be provided on her own terms. She arranged for her
banshees to feign allegiance and escort him to a place in the woods where she would be waiting for him.
Arthas, furious at her betrayal, demanded that she finish him. She refused, intending to make him suffer as he
had made her suffer in undeath. Angered, she turned to the arts that were becoming more and more natural to
her: She altered her elven ranger teachings into a new form. Thus the dark rangers were born.
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Plot[ edit ] One year after bonding with the Guyver unit and destroying the Cronos Corporation, the company
responsible for the Guyver and the creatures called the Zoanoids, in Los Angeles, Sean Barker has been using
his powers to fight crime. Learning of cave drawings discovered in the mountains of Utah that resemble the
images he has been seeing in his dreams, Sean makes his way to the archeological dig taking place there.
Along the way, Sean encounters Cori Edwards, daughter of Marcus Edwards, the lead archeologist at the
archaeological site. Arriving at the archeological site, Sean discovers a skull resembling Lisker, a Zoanoid that
he fought a year ago. Later that night, Sean battles another Zoanoid, called Volker, which has been terrorizing
the mountains of Utah. Their battle is cut short by the arrival of Cori and her team which lets Volker escape.
Sean is questioned by a suspicious Commander Atkins, revealing that the Guyver only destroyed the Los
Angeles branch of the Cronos Corporation and that another branch of Cronos is behind the Zoanoid attacks in
the mountains of Utah. The very next day, the team of archaeologists unearths an extraterrestrial ship. After
several unsuccessful attempts to breach it, the ship mysteriously opens up a hatch for the archaeologists to
enter. Inside, Sean communicates with the ship and demands that it removes the Guyver unit from within him.
Meanwhile, Cori discovers another Guyver unit that has been damaged, but Arlen Crane confiscates it from
her. Attempting to confront Crane, Cori instead learns that Arlen Crane actually works for the Cronos
Corporation and plans to terminate all non-Cronos personnel at the site. Cori is captured by Volker
eavesdropping and is escorted in a jeep. The jeep is attacked by Marcus, revealed to be a Zoanoid, who battles
both Monk and Volker Zoanoids but is eventually overwhelmed. At the camp, Crane reveals himself to be a
Zoanoid to Sean who rejects his offer of an alliance to activate the ship and turn himself and the Zoanoids
back to normal. Crane has his chief of security, Brandi, sedate and bind Sean. Atkins frees Sean who rushes to
save Cori as the Guyver. At the camp, Atkins and his commandos prevent Crane from executing the
archaeological team and safely evacuate them. However, Atkins is captured and his commandos brutally
murdered when one of the Zoanoids manages to escape. Sean reveals to Cori that he plans to destroy the ship.
Whilst Sean communicates with the ship, seeing images of prehistoric times with the creation of Zoanoids and
the Guyver units, Cori plants dynamites in the dig site but is captured by Crane and his Zoanoids. With Cori as
a hostage, Crane demands Sean to deactivate the Guyver unit and surrender. Marcus intervenes and a battle
ensues: Marcus battles Crane but is killed in the process, Atkins manage to kill Brandi, a Zoanoid as well,
after electrocuting her and finally shooting her dead. Sean kills the Corben and Stenzoanoids Zoanoids before
confronting Crane. Crane reveals that he merged with the second Guyver unit and transforms into a Guyver
Zoanoid. Sean removes the damaged Control Metal which causes the Guyver suit to begin consuming Crane.
Sean uses his Mega Smasher to put Crane out of his misery. Following the events, Sean reveals to Cori that
the Guyvers were a failed experiment: Using his Control Metal, Sean instructs the ship to return to its home
planet. With the battle won, Atkins attempts to recruit Sean to aid the government in fighting an underground
war against the Cronos Corporation, but Sean drives off with Cori instead.
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In The Frozen Throne , Sylvanas Windrunner â€” after being raised as a banshee by Arthas â€” regained her
physical body and became the first dark ranger. Dark Rangers are a playable hero class. When Sylvanas
Windrunner , Banshee Queen of the Forsaken , regained her physical body, she realized that the natural world
would never respond to her wishes again. Angered by this development, she turned to the arts that were
becoming more and more natural to her: She altered her elven ranger teachings into a new form. Thus, the
dark rangers were born. Dark rangers are silent and invisible stalkers of the shadows, felling unsuspecting
opponents with a single arrow. Their spells work with manipulating the essences of life and death, as well as
various horrible curses and mind-enslaving abilities. The dark ranger learns how to fade into dark conditions,
wrapping herself with shadows. The skilled dark ranger can notice the tiny movements of her enemies along
with other visual and auditory cues that allow her to react more quickly in combat. Naturally, most dark
rangers hail from the scout class, but many newer rangers are former rogues, who use their stealth abilities to
act as silent and near-invisible slayers for the Dark Lady. Some undead, especially former elves, view rangers
as a necessary force, and trust them implicitly. Other Forsaken view these shadow killers as relics of an old
past, with an inability to move along with the times. Dark Rangers serve as generals for Forsaken armies, as
well as elite scouts and assassins. Like most Forsaken, dark rangers remain in the back lines, performing
precision attacks and curses. She can no longer cast elven ranger spells, and loses her woodland stride ability.
While some may choose to let things be, most immediately seek out a dark ranger to relearn their arts. An
elven ranger seeking to convert to a dark ranger must, of course, have died, returned as a Forsaken, and seek to
learn the arts of the shadow rather than the wild. This ordeal is difficult, as the dark ranger must twist
everything she was taught about nature to start learning her darker trade. Then comes the hard part. A dark
ranger-to-be must undergo a lengthy trial, where she unlearns everything she was taught as an elf and learns
the new arts of a Forsaken. The Cult of Forgotten Shadow moves like wildfire among the undead, and the dark
rangers are no exception to the obsession with the faith. To fill the void left by the "loss of their druidism," [4]
the dark rangers latched onto the Forgotten Shadow. Most dark rangers sympathize with the origins of the
Forgotten Shadow and perhaps understand the Shadow more than any other undead in Lordaeron. While this
movement disturbs Lady Sylvanas , she allows it to continue. Some are undead, while others are humanoid.
Many are aligned with the Scourge. Night elves have also been said to have been inspired by dark elves as
well, however, they are benevolent compared to most other stories. Another distinction between dark rangers
and dark elves would be that dark rangers were former elven rangers who have died, become Forsaken , and
then learned the "arts of the shadow" and unlearn the "arts of the wild" rather than dark elves, who would be
living elves. Notes At some point, Sylvanas Windrunner brought the ranger Velonara back as a dark ranger.
Although referred only as a ranger, Nathanos Blightcaller has used the dark ranger abilities, such as Black
Arrow and Psychic Scream. Before the Storm confirms him being a dark ranger. It is possible to almost fully
replicate the dark ranger look and outfit in World of Warcraft. A blood elf female using extremely pale skin a
death knight often works can acquire the.
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Like her, he is seldom portrayed directly. He sometimes appears in art as a bearded and winged man, less
often as a winged and beardless youth. He has a twin, Hypnos , the god of sleep. Together, Thanatos and
Hypnos generally represent a gentle death. Thanatos, led by Hermes psychopompos , takes the shade of the
deceased to the near shore of the river Styx , whence the boatman Charon , on payment of a small fee ,
conveys the shade to Hades , the realm of the dead. Usually, the Ankou is the spirit of the last person that died
within the community and appears as a tall, haggard figure with a wide hat and long white hair or a skeleton
with a revolving head who sees everyone, everywhere. The Ankou drives a deathly wagon or cart with a
creaking axle. The cart or wagon is piled high with corpses and a stop at a cabin means instant death for those
inside. The dullahan would ride a black horse or a carriage pulled by black horses, and stop at the house of
someone about to die, and call their name, and immediately the person would die. Also in Ireland there is a
female spirit known as Banshee Gaelic: The banshee is often described in Gaelic lore as wearing red or green,
usually with long, disheveled hair. She can appear in a variety of forms. Perhaps most often she is seen as an
ugly, frightful hag, but she can also appear as young and beautiful if she chooses. In Ireland and parts of
Scotland, a traditional part of mourning is the keening woman bean chaointe , who wails a lament â€” in Irish:
Caoineadh, caoin meaning "to weep, to wail". When several banshees appear at once, it indicates the death of
someone great or holy. The tales sometimes recounted that the woman, though called a fairy, was a ghost,
often of a specific murdered woman, or a mother who died in childbirth. In Welsh Folklore Gwyn ap Nudd is
the escort of the grave, the personification of Death and Winter who leads the wild hunt to collect wayward
souls and escort them to the Otherworld, sometimes it is Melwas, Arawn or Afallach in a similar position. She
is an icon of the Mexican Day of the Dead , a holiday that focuses on the remembrance of the dead. In Spanish
the word "muerte" death in English is a female noun , so it is common in Spanish-speaking countries for death
to be personified as female figures. This also happens in other Romanic languages like French "la mort" ,
Portuguese "a morte" and Italian "la morte". Since the pre-Columbian era Mexican culture has maintained a
certain reverence towards death, which can be seen in the widespread commemoration of the Day of the Dead.
Elements of that celebration include the use of skeletons to remind people of their mortality. The cult of Santa
Muerte is indeed a continuation of the Aztec cult of the goddess of death Mictecacihuatl Nahuatl for "Lady of
the Dead" clad in Spanish iconography. In Aztec mythology , Mictecacihuatl is the " Queen of Mictlan "
Mictlancihuatl , the underworld , ruling over the afterlife with Mictlantecuhtli , another deity who is
designated as her husband. Her role is to keep watch over the bones of the dead. She presided over the ancient
festivals of the dead, which evolved from Aztec traditions into the modern Day of the Dead after synthesis
with Spanish cultural traditions. She is said now to preside over the contemporary festival as well. She is
known as the "Lady of the Dead" since it is believed that she was born, then sacrificed as an infant.
Mictecacihuatl was represented with a defleshed body and with jaw agape to swallow the stars during the day.
As the result of internal migration in Argentina since the s the veneration of San La Muerte has been extended
to Greater Buenos Aires and the national prison system as well. Saint Death is depicted as a male skeleton
figure usually holding a scythe. Although the Catholic Church in Mexico has attacked the devotion of Saint
Death as a tradition that mixes paganism with Christianity and is contrary to the Christian belief of Christ
defeating death, many devotees consider the veneration of San La Muerte as being part of their Catholic faith.
The rituals connected to and powers ascribed to San La Muerte are very similar to those of Santa Muerte. He
is depicted as a skeletal figure with a scythe, sometimes wearing a cape and crown. He is associated with death
and the curing of diseases. The image of the death is also associated with Exu , lord of the crossroads, who
rules the midnight and the cemeteries. One popular saying about the Grim Reaper is: Smrt ne bira ni vreme, ni
mesto, ni godinu "Death is not choosing a time, place or years" - which means she is destiny. Historically, he
was sometimes simply referred to as Hein or variations thereof such as Heintje, Heintjeman and Oom Hendrik
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"Uncle Hendrik ". Related archaic terms are Beenderman "Bone-man" , Scherminkel very meager person,
"skeleton" and Maaijeman " mow -man", a reference to his scythe. The designation "Meager" comes from its
portrayal as a skeleton , which was largely influenced by the Christian " Dance of Death " Dutch: Its use was
possibly related to the comparable German concept of "Freund Hein". Notable is that many of the names given
to Death can also refer to the Devil, showing how his status as a feared and "evil" being led to him being
merged into the concept of Satan. In Scandinavia , in Norse mythology death was personified in the shape of
Hel , the goddess of death and ruler over the realm of the same name, where she received a portion of the
dead. She wore a black hood. She would go into a town carrying either a rake or a broom. If she brought the
rake, some people would survive the plague; if she brought the broom, however, everyone would die. The
goddess of death was a sister of the goddess of life and destiny, Laima , symbolizing the relationship between
beginning and end. Lithuanians later adopted the classic Grim Reaper with a scythe and black robe. Yama
rides a black buffalo and carries a rope lasso to carry the soul back to his home, called Naraka , pathalloka, or
Yamaloka. There are many forms of reapers, although some say there is only one who disguises himself as a
small child. His agents, the Yamadutas , carry souls back to Yamalok. The balance of these deeds allows
Yama to decide where the soul has to reside in its next life, following the theory of reincarnation. Yama is also
mentioned in the Mahabharata as a great philosopher and devotee of the Supreme Brahman. Buddhist
scriptures also mention Mara , much in the similar way.
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